Student council Endynamo 4.0 Closing ceremony

Endynamo 4.0 closed on a great note with the distribution of prizes among all the winners of JSMU and its constituents i.e. IPS, IOHBM, SIOHS. Winners of the following categories were honoured as follows:

- **Cricket Boys** - Winners Batch 2020
- **Cricket Girls** - Winners Team IPS
- **Futsal** - Winners Batch 2021
- **Table tennis Boys** - Winners Batch 2022
- **Table tennis girls** - Winners Batch 2023
- **Table tennis Mixed** - Winners Batch 2021
- **Badminton Boys** - Winners Team IPS
- **Badminton Girls** - Winners Team SIOHS
- **CS 1.6** - Winners Team IPS
- **Throwball** - Winners Batch 2022
- **Volleyball boys** - Winners Batch 2022
- **Volleyball girls** - Winners Batch 2021
- **Scrabble** - Winner Zoha Mohsin Batch 2024
- **Chess** - Winners Faizan Nafees Batch 2021.
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